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Abstract 

The Twentieth century will go down in history as an age of major political, religious and literary upheavals. It 

was an age of anxiety, apprehension and skepticism. The large scale destruction of human beings, decay of 

values, materialism, lust, and avarice had been the set order of the age. Man's faith in God was completely 

shattered which ultimately led Nietzsche to pronounce, “ God is dead."  

Einstein opined, 

All our lauded technological Progress - our civilization is like an 

axe in the hand of the Pathological criminal."i 

It is painful to see a man living an isolated life amidst masses. Cities expand day by day and families are 

becoming smaller than ever before. The euphoria of progress, unchecked growth, man's conquest over nature 

culminated into human drudgery, deprivation, poverty and squalor. Thus, dreams turned into nightmares. 

Collective destruction was a grim reality, but the greater, horrible reality was the individual ennui, the lack of 

a zest for living, and the approaching death of the creative instinct. So, one would be tempted to define it as 

‘an age of cultural menopause’. 

This Sorry state of affairs disturbed and perturbed the sensitive Poets all over the world. At the same time, it 

enriched their poetic sensibilities also. A poet does not live in his ivory tower, playing the fiddle when Rome 

is burning. A sensitive poet is an asset, a consolation as he gives voice to agonies of the suffering community. 

He is not an alarm clock which chimes as you wish, but radar that sensibly receives minutest movements. 
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It is said that “when going gets tough, tough gets going and good poetry is written only in bad times."  The 

Wasteland and Pravaldweep bear testimony to this fact. Here, in this paper, the researcher is desirous of 

showing how a poet living in London and another livi 

ng in Ahmedabad share common concerns and views on the predicament of a modern man. 

Though there may be cultural, geographical, religious or political dissimilarities, their basic concern for a 

citizen remains the same. Great poets all over the world live on the same wave length; be it Eliot, be it 

Baudelaire, be it Rilke or be it Niranjan Bhagat!! Language is no barrier. 

Key Words: 

(1) Predicament of Modern Man 

(2) Comparative Analysis 

 

The poets under study resemble each other and at times differ from each other. Niranjan Bhagat himself has 

spent more than four decades to study Eliot and it is largely under this influence that he has enriched Gujarati 

literature with pravaldweep. Of course, he has given his original touch to it.  Not only Niranjan Bhagat, but 

'Agneya' (कितनी नावो में कितनी बार) from Hindi literature, Jivananda Das and Buddhadeb Basu from Bengali 

literature were greatly influenced by Eliot.  Tagore's influence on his successors was so over whelming that 

their writings were considered to be his echo. So, well-known Bengali poet Bishnu Dey wrote an article 

entitled, “Mr. Eliot Among the Pandavas". When Arjuna had been going through moral dilemma while 

waging war against his relatives, Lord krishna guided him to the path of his duty. So, Bishnu Dey writes, 

He (Eliot) widened and at the same time deepened our Vision of literature, which is creative 

work. In an odd way, he did in literature what Marx has done in the broader sphere of social 

and Political life.ii 

Agneya, Jivananda Das, Bishnu Dey of all them were teachers of English and Niranjan Bhagat himself was a 

teacher of English. So, naturally they got wide exposure to Eliot which led them to a better understanding of 

his poetry. When we talk of Eliot's influence on Niranjan Bhagat, we must bear in mind What Andre Jid says, 

“Influences do not create anything, they merely awaken what is already there.” Both of these poets spent their 

childhood in religious atmosphere; and youth in different academic institutions. Eliot used to go to church and 

Niranjan Bhagat, a Vaishnavite, remembers how he received Haveli music impressions living near by it. 

Religion played an important role in the creative activities of these poets. 

The Wasteland is Eliot's landmark creation; while Pravaldweep is Niranjan Bhagat's stroke of genius.  Eliot's 

'The Waste land' was published in 1922. He forced to take three months’ leave of absence from Lloyds Bank 
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for recuperation in Switzerland. Here, the first version of The Wasteland was written. It was published in the 

first issue of Eliot's new magazine The Criterion for October 1922 and in The Dial for November 1922. Ezra 

Pound Performed an operation upon The Wasteland. He eliminated a completed, 73 line poem Gerontion. He 

also removed the prefatory quotation “horror! horror!" taken from Conrad's “Heart of Darkness". Thus, the 

poem was reduced to half of its original length. 

The Wasteland seeks to put forth the spiritual quest of the soul for salvation in a world marred by alienation, 

fragmentation, cultural and physical barrenness and anarchy. Cleanth Brooks in Modern Poetry and The 

Tradition' says, “The Poem's theme is life-in-death, the living death of the modern Waste Landers."iii In fact, 

according to Cleanth Brooks, it deals with two kinds of life and two kinds of death. In one context, life which 

becomes devoid of meaning is equivalent to death, while in other context, sacrificial death can be life giving, 

a means of bringing the renewal of life. Eliot, here wishes to show that in the modern desolate land, the people 

are dead because they have lost their spiritual and emotional vitality. 

The poem deals with the trinity of culture, sex and religion and how they have been degraded in the present 

times. Like Eliot, Niranjan Bhagat also describes the wretched life of a modern, man, who has turned into an 

‘unknown citizen’.  His collection of poems 'Pravaldweep' heralds the  beginning of city Poetry in Gujarati 

literature. No one, before Niranjan Bhagat had portrayed various aspects of city life so vividly in Gujarati 

literature. It was written at a time, when Niranjan Bhagat was sojourning in Bombay. Apparently, the poems 

deal with Bombay but somewhere deep down inside it, we can relate it to any city and the people described in 

it can be among us too! Coming back to ‘The Waste land,' we find that the first section of The Wasteland' is 

called The Burial of the Dead. The opening lines are very striking: 

" April is the cruelest month, breeding, Lilacs out of the dead 

land, mixing Memory and desire, stirring Dull roots with spring 

rain."iv 

In modern times, April, which brings revival, is 'the cruelest month' and it has to support a new life on the 

dead land. With the renewal, it brings a mingling of 'memory and desire'.  Lillian Feder points out: 

“As the earth stirs, man becomes aware of a drive for renewal 

within his own soul, a yearning to overcome the limitations 

of his separate being and to feel himself reborn as the earth is 

restored. Yet his memories and experience seem to deny such 

fulfillment."v 

Thus, ‘memory’ implies an association with the past, while desire points towards future, but the modern man 

has to live in sordid present. So, April is the cruelest month in this sense also, besides the month of Christ’s 

Crusification. Niranjan Bhagat expresses similar idea in the following lines of his Poem ‘ફાઉન્તનના બસ સ્ટોપ 
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પર’  “અશક્ય ક્યાાં સ્મૃતત, અહીાં નરીજ તિકૃતત.” (p. ૧૫૪) In ‘The Wasteland’ , Eliot gives a vivid description of  

men engaged in mechanical work and then flowing over London bridge in legions.  

  Unreal City, 

  Under the brown fog of a winter dawn,  

  A Crowd flowed over London bridge….’ vi 

They may be hailing from different places or different communities but their anxiety, apprehension remain the 

same. Now, just compare these lines to Niranjan Bhagat's lines:  

ન આમતો કશ ાંય એક મેંકમાાં સમાાંન,  

તોય સિવને ઉર ેતિષાદિારુણી  

ન નીાંદ, શાાંતત, હેત , હામ કે સ્િમાન  

તજાંદગી અનાંત શ  કથા ન હોય કારુણી ! 

                    OR 

                         િેંતિેંતમાાં જ ગાઉાં  માપિા 

 

                         અને ન કયાાંય પહોાંચિ ાં.'vii 

 

This reminds us of Spender who described modern men as ‘mechanic ghosts’, moving in a machine made 

society. The very home has turned into the waste land, because tired people go to  

'ઘર ેનહીાં', મરૂસ્થળે 

જહીાં અનકે ની ાંદડૂબ બાળના તનસાસના  

ઘૂમાંત ચાંડિાત, તનત્ય દાઝિા 

જહીાં અનેક નારની અતૃપ્ત િાસના  

સદાય તપ્ત િેળ  શી જલે.viii  

In The Waste land', at the end of the first section, Eliot says,  

“O Keep the Dog far hence, that's friend to men, Or with his nails 

he’ll dig it up again!!"  

Apparently, he seems to be saying to his friend to keep his dog away, otherwise. it would dig up planted 

corpses. The above mentioned dog can be seen as the human conscience; and we try to bury our conscience 

deep down inside us so we can afford to turn a blind eye towards reality. The modern man tries to escape from 
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his real self prefers to wear a mask. Niranjan Bhagat in his poem, ‘ચચવગટેથી લોકલમાાં’ exposes this tendency of 

putting on masks in very subtle manner: 

નટો સમાન િેશ શો કર,ે ધર ેમ ખે સ રમ્ય મહોરુાં  હાસ્યન ાં, રસાદ્ર, 

ભાિઊતમવરાંગરાગપૂણવ, હોય શ ાં ન એજ અસલ રૂપ હાસ્યન ાં!!ix 

As we shift our focus to human relationship, we find that both poets hold the same view. There is no warmth, 

no interaction, no emotion with the advancement of science and technology, the separation of intellect and 

emotion has crept in. The accumulation of knowledge and advanced ways of thinking impede the life of 

senses. We have glorified intellect and degraded emotions. It is the root cause of our problems. 

Eliot in The Wasteland third section called ‘The Fire sermon' projects degradation of love to mere lust. Much 

importance is given to flesh rather than spirit and other Person's feelings are not taken into account. Sex 

relationships have become mechanical because they are not expressions of love. 

This is evident from the relationship of the typist and the clerk in the third section of ‘The Wasteland'.  No 

sooner, the typist comes home, than her lover' barges in. The typist is tired and in no mood to respond to him, 

yet he forcefully enters in love making. She is not left with anything, but to surrender herself. “The meal is 

ended; she is bored and tired endeavours to engage her in caresses..." As soon as the young man has departed, 

the typist rearranges her hair and puts a record on the gramophone and she is glad that it is done. "Well now 

that's done and I'm glad It's over."  

This absence of feeling reflects sterility of the age. The city in The wasteland has witnessed many immoral 

sexual relationships on the banks of Thames. The Song of the Three: Thames- Daughters suggest that they 

have been sexually exploited, but being poor, they can do nothing. Also we find abortion and abhorrence for 

children in 'A Game of Chess'. Eliot's Concern for the loveless sexual union, vulgarization of sex and 

helplessness find an echo in the soliloquy of a prostitute in Niranjan Bhagat's poem “પાત્રો”.  It is a unique 

poem in Gujarati literature, in which six characters give vent to their feelings describing their experiences of 

city life. The prostitute laments: 

લોક તો કૈક મળે છે, તનત નિા; 

પણ, હા, મળે છે માત્ર સૌ ભૂલી જિા. 

તદનભર ન જોત ાં કૉઈ મોાં સામ ાં, છતાાં રાતે ન રહેત ાં કોઈ સરનામ ાં. 

તમે િાળ્યો હશે કાગળનો ડૂચો, 

ટાળ્યો હશે જ ેબાતરએતથ બહાર, રસ્તાપર; 

પિનને પ્યાર તે પાડે – ઉપાડે જ ેકદી નીચો  કદી ઉાંચો; 
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કહોજી કેટલા છ સસ્તા દર! ( પ ષ્ટ ૧૬૮)x          

This is a moving and pathetic picture of a lady who has been forced to enter the trade of flesh. She is almost 

like a piece of waste paper; of no use. She is so much distressed that she finds even a deformed patient of 

Leprosy better than herself. At least, no body looks at him. “ અહો, શી ખ શનશીબી! કોઈનીય ે આાંખ જ્ાાં રોકાય 

ના, છ રી સમી ભોાંકાય ના !”.  

STYLISTIC ATTITUDE: 

R. S. Sharma says, 

 

The impact of Eliot's work has led to experimentation in 

rhythm, style, imagery and theme. Modern themes and ways 

of feeling have been gaining favour with the poets. Perhaps 

the greatest gain has been in the use of new and 

unconventional imagery."xi 

 

TS Eliot himself favoured mythical narrative and populated his poem 'The Waste land' with literary, social, 

political allusions all over the world. For this mode of narration, he has been largely criticized. Critics have 

seen this poem as a Collage, a patch-work; a collection of fragments pieces which symbolize nothing. F. L. 

Lucas says about the use of quotations and allusions: 

He has quoted a great deal, he has parodied and imitated. 

But the parodies are cheap and the imitations inferior. The 

Waste land adds nothing to a literature which contains 

things like these."xii 

What we see is that Eliot has not used these allusions to show his erudition or learning. Had he not used these 

allusions, the wonderful poetic effect could not have been possible. It gives a sense of association with 

different cultures.  Moreover, Eliot believed that language was not sufficient to express what he had in his 

mind as the language has also lost much of its vitality. By using historical, mythical characters, he seems to be 

saying that history repeats itself, albeit in a different manner. 

Niranjan Bhagat does not resort to mythical mode of narration, but he interiorizes the external objects. He sees; 

he perceives and he expresses. In his poem ‘ કાફેમાાં’   he says, 
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કાફે મહીાં માંદ પ્રિેશતી, વ્યથા 

સમ દ્રના રુદ્ર ત ફાન સૌ અહીાં  

કો ભગ્ન નૌકા તટ નાગરી રહી  

કોફી નતહ ત્યાાં કપમાાં હતી વ્યથા. xiii     

A broken boat suggests the plight of a disillusioned Woman. Eliot has used such words as 'waste, 'dry', 

'hollow', and ‘dead’ to create pathos. He refers to dry stones, dull roots, dried tubes, sandy road, and mountain 

rocks without water - to portray barrenness of modern life. While Bhagat's favourite group of words is તસમેન્ટ, 

કોન્રીટ, કાચ, શીલા, તાર, બોલ્ટ, રીિેત, સ્ર , ખીલા. He used them to describe city life.    

Eliot uses the symbol of rain for the salvation of the waste land. It is desperately needed. The rain serves as a 

Symbol which is lacking in the mankind. But the rain will fall if the inhabitants of the wasteland follow 

commands of the thunder: Datta, Dayadhvam, Damyata. ( Give sympathies, control ) While Niranjan Bhagat 

uses the symbol of sun in his poem ‘ગાયત્રી’. He urges this great source of light to illumine not only the outer 

world but inner World of mankind. 

તે જો આ સિવને તારા તજેનો અાંશ ના ધયો, 

અપૂણવ માનિી માત્ર એને જો પૂણવ ના કયો  

આિતીકાલના સૂયવ! તારુાં  વ્યથવ જ ઉગિ ાં, 

હોાંશે હોાંશે પ્રભાતે આ પૃથ્િીને તટ પ ન્ગિ ાં.  

Niranjan Bhagat also uses some startling and unconventional images in 'Pravaldweep'. For example, in his 

poem, ‘ગાયત્રી’ , he describes morning in the following lines: “તાળિ ાં ફાટતા િેંત લોહી કેિ ાંક રલેત ાં, આખાય ે

આભમાાં રાતા રાંગન ાં તજે ફેલત ાં”. Eliot in his 1953 lecture on "The three voices of poetry" distinguishes the voices: 

the poet speaking to himself, the poet speaking to an audience, the poet speaking through an invented, 

dramatic character. Eliot uses all of these voices in The Wasteland. He invents the character of Tiresias, Fisher 

king etc. Sometimes, he directly faces the readers. Niranjan Bhagat also uses these techniques. Sometimes, he 

speaks to himself as in his poem: ‘મ ાંબઈનગરી' 

ચલ મન મ ાંબઈ નગરી  

જોિા પ ચ્છ તિનાની મગરી  

          and 

મનજે હ ાં  અજાણ લાગતો  

ન ખ્યાલ ને રહ ાં  પ કારતો : ‘તનરાંજન ઓxiv  
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Sometimes, like Eliot, he speaks through invented characters, as in his poem 'પાત્રો’ in which the character of a 

blind man resembles Eliot's protagonist Tiresias. Though he is blind, he sees everything : “મેં જોઈ લીધો છે 

જગતનો સાર, કે અહીાં તજેની ભીતર િસ્યો અાંધાર”. Both poems begin with skepticism, absolute disgust and end 

with prayers, suggesting that the regeneration of mankind is possible if we turn to religion for internal peace 

and mental comfort. 'The wasteland' ends with Datta, Damyatar Dayadhvam taken from Upanishada, while 

'praval dweep' ends with a prayer to the sun: ‘સિવના મ કત આત્મામાાં તારુાં  ત ાં િીયવ સ્થાપજ,ે આપ ે તો ભવ્ય કો મૃત્ય  

ઈચ્છામૃત્ય ાં જ આપજ.ે’ On 26th September, we shall celebrate Eliot’s birthday and what can be more befitting 

tribute than to read him? Both the poets not only show us truthfully the dilemma and human predicament but 

also the possible final solutions for it. 
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